Astrophotographs...
No Mask Used

Robert Vanderbei

Amateur Astronomers Association of Princeton (AAAP) via Zoom

http://vanderbei.princeton.edu
Equipment

- Finder scope
- Takahashi FSQ-106
- 10\" Ritchey-Chretien
- No camera here
- Imaging camera
- Filter wheel
- Another imaging camera
- 200mm telephoto lens
- Off-axis guide camera
Roll it outside.
Ready To Go...
Jupiter / Saturn Conjunction
Focus on the Moon
Jupiter/Saturn Conjunction

17:41-18:07 EST, Dec. 21, 2020
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Titan
Jupiter/Saturn Conjunction
Dec. 21, 2020
Mars
Comet Neowise
Nebulae
Orion’s Sword

Nov. 28 & Dec. 2, 2020